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Appreciative Inquiry

• Two half days (Total of 6 hours)

• Two lead facilitators and 9 room hosts

• 248 Gateway Technical College faculty participants

• 100% Virtual

– Zoom

– Google Docs

• Topic of Inquiry

– Excellence in Teaching and Learning



Gateway Technical College

✓Campuses in Kenosha, Racine 
and Elkhorn Wisconsin

✓Six educational centers

✓21,000 Students

✓Associate Degrees in 47 fields

✓179 diplomas and certifications



Inquiry Topic: 
Excellence in Teaching and Learning
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Inquiry Topic: 

Excellence in Teaching and Learning

Gateway’s teaching and 

learning culture and work must 

be conceived and developed 

by Gateway’s expert faculty



Faculty Teaching and Learning Caucus

The Faculty Teaching and Learning Caucus (FTLC) is 

charged to provide a forum for faculty discussion of 

current and future academic matters related to a holistic 

view of teaching and learning and to formulate and present 

constructive input in the form of recommendations to 

guide and influence college decision-making.



Utilization of Zoom and Google Docs

Navigation 

Documents



AI Process Utilized

• Context of the Topic of Inquiry

• Introduction to AI

• Paired Interviews

• Small Group Storytelling and Theme Collection

• Theme Affinity

• Communities of Interest

• SOAR

• Provocative Propositions

• Strategic Intentions and Actions

• Personal gifts, commitments and requests



WHAT IS APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY?

“The cooperative search for the best 

in people, their organization, and the 

world around them. It involves 

systematic discovery of what gives a 

system‘life’ when it is most effective 

in economic, ecological, and human 

terms.”

-David Cooperrider



THE POWER OF VISION

Image Inspires Action

People and communities evolve 

toward their vision of the future.

• Placebo Effect

• Pygmalion Effect

• Positive Thinking



APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY INTERVIEWS



AI Interviews

• Navigation Guide

• Multiple Zoom rooms (accounts) to accommodate 250 

participants for 125 interviews

– Zoom max of 50 breakout rooms

– One Main Zoom meeting room

– Six Zoom meetings (Workrooms)

– Host for each meeting (Workroom)

– Google IM to communicate with hosts and facilitators



APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY INTERVIEWS

• You will be randomly paired with another faculty member and placed in 
a breakout room by the room host

• Take turns being an interviewer / interviewee for 25 minutes each

• Use the questions found in the Inquiry Guide

• Practice active listening, this is an interview not a dialogue

• Help each other keep track of time

• Complete the Interview Summary Sheet found on the last page of the 
Inquiry Guide and exit the Breakout Room

• Remain in your Host’s Zoom room



Inquiry Guide

• Introduction

• Core Values

• Teaching and Learning

• Professional Development

• Engagement

• Educational Equity

• Vision for the Future



Sharing Stories and Gathering Themes



Sharing Stories and Gathering Themes

Video instructions shown by the room host



• Take turns briefly (3-4 minutes each) sharing the high 
points and themes of your partner’s stories with the 
group

– Use your Interview Summary Sheet and notes

– Do not simply repeat the stories but identify the 
highpoints or themes of the stories you heard

• A recorder lists all the high points (Themes) on your 
group’s Theme Worksheet

Sharing Stories and Gathering Themes

THIS PORTION OF THE ACTIVITIY SHOULD TAKE ABOUT 45 
MINUTES



On your worksheet

✓ List all team member’s names

✓ Record all the high points (Themes)

Sharing Stories and Gathering Themes



Once all stories are shared and all themes 

recorded

On your worksheet

✓ As a group, select and record the 

three (3) high-points or themes that 

gives the group the most energy

✓ Follow the link to open the Master 

Theme Document to record your Top 

Three Themes

Sharing Stories and Gathering Themes

THIS PORTION OF THE ACTIVITIY SHOULD TAKE 20 MINUTES



On the Master Theme Document

✓ Find your work room name (Host’s 

name)  and breakout room number

✓ Record your group’s Top Three 

Themes

Sharing Stories and Gathering Themes



Themes        Communities of Interest

• Adaptability, Flexibility, and Innovation

• Collaboration and Teamwork

• Communication

• Connecting with Students

• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

• Ethics/trust/honesty/ genuineness

• Faculty Engagement

• Faculty Resources

• Faculty Support

• Industry focused

• Innovation/creativity in teaching and learning

• Personalization/Customization of Education

• Positive Learning Environments

• Professional development

• Technology

• Valuing Faculty



Affinity Exercise
Overnight between Day 1 and Day 2

Place three checkmarks on this survey, one in 

each column, to indicate the themes that 

resonate most with your vision of teaching and 

learning excellence. You can put more than one 

checkmark on the same theme, but you can only 

make one checkmark per column. 



Affinity Exercise

Link to voting form 
sent to all participants 
by Email



Affinity Results



SOAR
Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, Results

Day 2



S O A R
Community Interest Groups

Connecting with Students - 92

Student centered engagement and connection with students

Adaptability, Flexibility, and Innovation - 65

Willingness across the college to adapt and make or allow changes quickly in today’s rapidly changing environment

Ethics/Trust/Honesty/Genuineness-51

Teaching and learning driven by genuine, compassionate, empathetic, honest, faculty, staff and administration

Positive Learning Environments - 48

Creating a positive environment and passion for teaching and learning among everyone

Personalization/Customization of Education - 40

Providing a personalized educational experience for student

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion - 38

Inclusion, equity and diversity in Teaching and Learning Self-select Zoom room by 

Community Interest



SOAR

Navigation 

Guide Day 2



How to S O A R

Fifteen minutes for each section:

– Strengths

• What are our strengths in teaching and learning at Gateway?

• What is working?

• What are our greatest assets / resources?

– Opportunities

– Aspirations

– Results



How to S O A R

– Strengths

– Opportunities

• What opportunities do we have for growth, improvement, or 
change that would improve teaching and learning at Gateway?

– Do more

– Do less

– Do different

– Aspirations

– Results



How to S O A R

– Strengths

– Opportunities

– Aspirations

• What are our highest aspirations for teaching and learning at 
Gateway?

• What does our preferred future look like?

• When teaching and learning is at its best, how will it be different 
than today?

– Results



How to S O A R

– Strengths

– Opportunities

– Aspirations

– Results

• What results do we expect from excellence in teaching and 
learning at Gateway?

• How will we know we have succeeded?

• What should we measure?



How to S O A R

Google Doc worksheet to capture brainstorming



How to S O A R

Google Doc worksheet to capture the 3 strengths, opportunities, 
aspirations and results that bring the group the most energy



How to S O A R
Select your Community of Interest and your Breakout Room

Results recorded in the master SOAR Document



How to S O A R

SOAR 

Master 

Document



Provocative 

Propositions

Participants 
returned to main 
Zoom Room and 

were re-distributed 
randomly in 

breakout rooms.



Provocative Proposition

A provocative proposition is a statement that bridges 

the best of “what is” with your own speculation or 

intuition of “what might be”.



Provocative Propositions

• Are exciting

• Are provocative 
– They stretch and challenge

• Are a realistic stretch

• Are desired

– They represent our highest hopes

• Describe what we want in positive terms

• Are written in the present tense, as if they were already 
happening



Provocative Propositions

As a group consider completing the following phrase:

Excellence in teaching and learning at 

Gateway requires…



Provocative Propositions
Proposition recorded on the Google Doc worksheet

Proposition 

Master 

Document



Provocative Proposition

Propositions recorded on the 

Provocative Propositions Master 

Document by breakout room 

number



Strategic Intentions and Actions
Strategic Intentions Worksheet

Select by Breakout Room #



Strategic Intentions & Actions

Thinking of all the work you have done and the dialogue you have had 

today and yesterday, as a group, develop 2-3 creative and innovative 

strategic intentions or actions related to Excellence in Teaching and 

Learning at Gateway

How are we going to make this happen?

What are the things we need to do?

– Be creative

– Be innovative

– Don’t be constrained by what has been done



Strategic Intentions & Actions

A strategic intention is an aspirational target that is difficult or 
perhaps impossible to achieve. A strategic intention serves to 
inspire, motivate and provide clear direction to stakeholders such as 
employees, students and the community.

Actions that are steps toward a vision or desired outcome. Actions 
are less aspirational and more tactical than strategic intentions.



Strategic Intentions & Actions

• Results recorded on Google Doc worksheet



• How are YOU going to make this happen?

• As an individual, offer 3-4 Gifts, 
Commitments or Requests: 

– GIFT: Something you can offer another individual or 
group (a service, a resource, an idea, etc.)

– COMMITMENT: An action that can be easily taken by 
you, without commitment from others.

– REQUEST: Something you need from another 
individual or group to accomplish one of your Strategic 
Intentions.

Commitments



Commitments
Participant name, Gifts, Commitments and 

Requests recorded in Google Form



Faculty Teaching and Learning Caucus

Self-nomination to serve on the Caucus entered on this form



Gifts, Commitments, Requests

I offer the gift of being a sounding board for others in my 

department for student concerns

I commit to reach out to faculty in other areas for 

collaboration opportunities

I request access to alumni emails by program, so I can 

reach out for guest speaker opportunities.



Feedback

Doing this all on Zoom was great. Time efficient! Please 

consider continuing via Zoom in the future.

This was the most engaging activity I’ve ever participated 

in at any professional development workshop. 

The navigation guide was MOST helpful. Also, the 

worksheets and materials shared were very useful.

There was a lot of negativity in my group, so it 

was difficult to get much out of some of the 

sessions.

Don't waste time like this again.

It seemed to be hopeful and positive. Makes 

me feel motivated to go back.



Final Report

Submitted to Faculty Teaching and Learning Caucus and distributed to all 
college faculty and administrators



Lessons Learned

• Always partner in facilitation or have someone in 
background support.

• Ask for "Zoom grace" because technology can be 
frustrating.

• “Practice” Zoom and Google Docs.

• Have a way for participants to contact you outside of Zoom.

• Set Google Docs accessibility outside organization.

• Keep the participant experience simple.

• Plan for extra time for transitions between activities.

• Consider pre-recorded instructions for clarity and efficiency.


